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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT FOR 
HIGHWAYS, STREETS, PARKS  
AND FACILITIES
Removing dead or dangerous limbs and high-risk  
trees in parks, recreation areas and along roadways 
reduces risks and minimizes liability while maintaining 
a healthy, attractive urban forest. If an uninspected 
or unmaintained high-risk tree drops a limb on 
a car, the municipality may be liable for personal 
injury and/or property damages. In a roadside 
situation, pruning obstructive foliage away from 
street lights and traffic signs also cannot be ignored 
without consequences to the motoring public. The 
business justification for investment in vegetation 
management is compelling.
One call to Asplundh Municipal Services can get 
you started toward quickly, safely and affordably 
enhancing your existing program. We can help to 
improve services you deliver and reduce unwanted 
tree incidents.
Choose Asplundh Municipal Services’ vegetation 
management experts for your park, street, facilities 
and highway tree maintenance needs. We’ll be there 
for you. Anytime. Anywhere.



ASPLUNDH SERVICES
•	 Tree	pruning

•	 Tree	removals

•	 Stump	grinding

•	 Roadside	brush	clearing	and	mowing

•	 Storm	emergency	work

•	 Tree	inventory	and	tree	
risk	assessment

•	 Consulting	services

•	 Invasive	pest	and	plant	control



STORM & EMERGENCY SERVICES
Let Asplundh Municipal Services’ experience and 
resources support your storm emergency tree 
and debris clearing and “make safe” processes so 
essential police and fire services can get where they 
are needed and the community can recover faster.

24/7 tree services at your disposal
Asplundh’s local team offers 24/7 response and 
is backed by our national resources for peak 
needs. Asplundh’s Storm Center monitors weather 
systems all year round. Often, before you even call, 
preparations are being made to respond to a severe 
weather event. 

Storm damage assessment
Asplundh’s highly-trained storm damage assessors 
can quickly identify conditions and locations where 
special tree and debris clearing crews or equipment 
may be required. Surveys are consistent with ANSI 
A300 Level 1 Tree Risk Assessments.

Pre-planning for success
Asplundh’s Municipal Services experts will gladly 
discuss emergency procedures in advance and 
answer any questions you might have in order to 
avoid confusion in the midst of a storm.



WHY CHOOSE ASPLUNDH?
We’re the industry leader
Asplundh Tree Expert Co. has been in the forefront 
of vegetation management for over 85 years.

We’re local and reliable
Our employees live in the regions where they work. 
Some might even be your neighbors. We offer local 
responsiveness backed with a national network for 
peak or emergency needs to get your community 
roads cleared and municipal services restored.

We’re dedicated to safety
Beyond public safety, Asplundh’s priority is the 
safety of its employees. We are compliant with  
the ANSI Z133.1 safety standards and rank 
significantly lower than the national average  
for work-related injuries.

We have ISA Certified Arborists on staff
While all of our employees receive ongoing 
training for skills and safety, many continue their 
arboricultural education and hold additional 
professional certifications.

We adhere to industry-recognized standards
Asplundh follows ANSI A300 tree care industry 
standards in performing municipal tree work. 

We have unmatched equipment resources
Asplundh has a vast array of specialty equipment to 
fit your needs for efficiency and quality no matter 
what the type of work.

We employ certified line clearance personnel
There’s no need to wait weeks for the electric utility 
to send out a contractor to clear the tree branches 
from the electric lines before pruning or removing 
trees. Asplundh has certified personnel to work 
around power lines and can do all the work at  
one time.



FUN FACTS ABOUT ASPLUNDH
Over 85 years of service makes for quite a 
company history. Here are a few fun facts about 
Asplundh that you may not know:

•	 Asplundh	is	a	Swedish	family	name	that	
translates	to	“grove	of	Aspen	trees”		
in	English.

•	 Asplundh	was	founded	by	brothers	Lester,	
Carl	and	Griffith	in	1928.	

•	 Asplundh	is	still	a	family-owned	and	
managed	business,	with	the	third	generation	
actively	working	in	leadership	roles.	

•	 Asplundh	developed	the	first	commercial	
brush	chipper	in	1949.

•	 Asplundh	also	developed	the	first	fully	
insulated	aerial	lifts	in	1958.

•	 Asplundh	works	in	all	50	states	and	
throughout	Canada,	Australia	and		
New	Zealand.

Contact	us	to	discuss	your	
vegetation	management	challenges

708 BLAIR MILL ROAD
WILLOW GROVE, PA 19090

1-800-248-TREE
MUNICIPAL@ASPLUNDH.COM


